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Blast off with the LEGO(R) minifigures through our solar system and beyond! See incredible
stars and planets and find out the latest space facts--from water on Mars to Planet X. The LEGO
minifigures put the fun into facts. You'll find great LEGO building ideas, too!LEGO(R) minifigures
show you the world in a unique nonfiction program. This book is part of a program of LEGO
nonfiction books, with something for all the family, at every age and stage. LEGO nonfiction
books have amazing facts, beautiful real-world photos, and minifigures everywhere, leading the
fun and discovery.

About the AuthorPenny Arlon writes children's nonfiction, taking inspiration from her own
children. Her books range from preschool titles to family reference books, and include the Art
Attack books, based on the award-winning CITV (UK) children's television program, and all 14
titles in Dorling Kindersley's Eye Know series. She is the author of almost all the books in the
Scholastic Discover More emergent and confident reader strands, which have won numerous
accolades and prizes.
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Volcanoes and other Forces of Nature (LEGO Nonfiction): A LEGO Adventure in the Real World
Dino Safari (LEGO Nonfiction): A LEGO Adventure in the Real World Knights & Castles (LEGO
Nonfiction): A LEGO Adventure in the Real World



S B, “My son has read it multiple times now. Must’ve been good because my son read it all the
way through without waiting for me. He said there’s nothing he doesn’t like about it. His favorite
section is the one about Pluto.”

Amy D, “Great concept of using Legos people in the Planet book. Great concept of using Legos
people in the Planet book. We just used it for my son's science project for school. It was not a
boring book. Reading some comments from each lego person made my son laugh and get
creative with his science project.”

Christopher, “Four Stars. Should stimulate interest in the planets and stars in any LEGO fan.”

Z'smom, “cheaper then book fair. Great book, my son wanted this at his school book fair,
checked Amazon before buying and I am glad I did, much cheaper buying through Amazon”

Hilarie Schroeder, “Four Stars. Nephew loved it!”

Maika, “Quality. Nice book and pages are not thin”

Jasmine A, “My son loved it!. My son loved it! He loves everything thing astronomy and the Lego
aspect made it fun to read!”

Mrs. Jean M. Berry, “Great little book for lego and space lovers. My grandson (6) loved this as he
loves lego and outer space is his topic at school at the moment. He took it to school to show it
off”

shane, “but great pictures to look at. Interesting book for space and lego fan, bought for xmas for
5 year old. would need help reading it, but great pictures to look at.”

kristine arhipova, “Best ever. We looooove this book! It’s so informative and so interesting! My
son reads every day!”

Anthony, “Good fun. Soon really liked it but he was a bit young to enjoy it alone.”

Ann, “Five Stars. Brilliant. Grandson loved it. It arrived early even in the Christmas post and well
wrapped”

The book by Scholastic has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 91 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Hardcover: 32 pages
Reading age: 6 - 8 years
Lexile measure: 680L
Grade level: 1 - 3
Item Weight: 5.6 ounces
Dimensions: 7 x 0.25 x 9 inches
Paperback: 64 pages
Library Binding: 32 pages
Spiral-bound: 56 pages
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